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Abstract—Spectrum sensing has been put forward to make
more efficient use of scarce radio frequency spectrum. The lead-
ing eigenvector of the sample covariance matrix has been applied
to spectrum sensing under the frameworks of PCA and kernel
PCA. In this paper, spectrum sensing with subspace matching
is proposed. The subspace is comprised of the eigenvectors
corresponding to dominant non-zero eigenvalues of the sample
covariance matrix. That is, several eigenvectors are applied to
spectrum sensing other than the only use of leading one. The
distance between the subspaces is measured by the projection
Frobenius norm. The simulations are done based on the simulated
and captured DTV signals.

I. INTRODUCTION

Spectrum sensing is a cornerstone in cognitive radio which
detects the availability of radio frequency bands for possible
use by secondary user without interference to primary user.
Some traditional techniques proposed for spectrum sensing
are energy detection, matched filter detection, cyclostationary
feature detection, covariance-based detection and feature based
detection [1]–[9].

Secondary user receives a d−dimensional column vector
x. Based on the received signal, there are two hypotheses:
the hypothesis H0 that is primary signal is absent opposite to
the hypothesis H1 that is primary signal is present. The two
hypotheses H0 and H1 are

H0 : x = n
H1 : x = s + n

(1)

in which s and n are assumed to be independent. s is primary
signal and n is zero-mean white Gaussian noise. Secondary
user detects the primary signal between two hypotheses H0

and H1.
Two quantities used most often to measure the performance

of spectrum sensing algorithm are detection probability Pd and
false alarm probability Pf which are defined as

Pd = prob(detect H1|x = s + n)
Pf = prob(detect H1|x = n)

(2)

in which prob represents probability.
The leading eigenvector (eigenvector corresponding to the

largest eigenvalue) of the sample covariance matrix has been
proved stable for non-white wide-sense stationary (WSS) sig-
nal. Spectrum sensing with leading eigenvector of the sample
covariance matrix is proposed and hardware demonstrated
successfully [9] under the framework of principal component
analysis (PCA). On the other hand, spectrum sensing with
leading eigenvector has been generalized to the framework of
kernel PCA [10] with kernel trick. However, the previous
techniques have been based on the leading eigenvector of
the sample covariance matrix. In this paper, spectrum sensing
with subspace matching is proposed under both the PCA and
kernel PCA frameworks. The subspace is comprised of the
eigenvectors corresponding to dominant non-zero eigenvalues
of the sample covariance matrix.

Spectrum sensing with subspace matching proposed in this
paper is the straightforward extension of that with leading
eigenvectors. In practice, subspace matching for spectrum
sensing can be implemented by two means. First, if the
training samples of the primary user’s signal are available,
the subspace of the primary user’s signal can be learned
priori which is taken as the template. Then the subspace
learned from the received signal by the secondary user should
embody large similarity with the template under hypothesis
H1. Second, the received signal can be divided into two
segments. Since the subspace for the primary user’s signal
is stable, the subspaces of these two segments should embody
large similarity whenever the primary user’s signal is present
in the received signal. In this paper, the training samples of
the primary user’s signal are assumed to be available.

II. SPECTRUM SENSING WITH LEADING EIGENVECTOR
UNDER THE FRAMEWORKS OF PCA AND KERNEL PCA

In this section, spectrum sensing with leading eigenvector
under the frameworks of PCA [9] and kernel PCA [10] will



be simply reviewed. The training vectors of the primary signal
are assumed to be available priori which are s1, s2, ..., sM .

Assuming the received vectors by the secondary user are
x1,x2, ...,xM , spectrum sensing with leading eigenvector
under the framework of PCA can be summarized as follows,

1) The sample covariance matrix of the training set is
computed by

Rs =
1

M

M∑
i=1

(si − us)(si − us)
T (3)

in which T denotes transpose and us is the mean vector
of the training samples.

2) The leading eigenvector v1 of Rs is obtained by eigen-
decomposition.

Rs = VΛVT (4)

in which Λ is a diagonal matrix with ith diagonal
element λi. λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ · · · ≥ λd ≥ 0 are eigenvalues of
Rs. V = (v1,v2, ..,vd) in which vi is the eigenvector
of Rs corresponding to λi.

3) Likewise, the leading eigenvector ṽ1 for the sample
covariance matrix of x1,x2, ...,xM is derived too.

4) The primary signal is detected if the similarity which is
measured by inner-product between v1 and ṽ1 is larger
than a pre-defined threshold,

〈v1, ṽ1〉 > Tpca (5)

where〈·〉 denotes inner-product.
In this paper, the inner-product is used as a measure of

similarity. In [9], the autocorrelation is used instead which is

ρ = max
l=0,1,...,d

∣∣∣∣∣
d∑

k=1

v1[k]ṽ1[k + l]

∣∣∣∣∣ > Tpca. (6)

The threshold value is determined by the simulation in which
Pf = 10%.

The leading eigenvector detection mentioned above is
based on the data in the original space. In [10], the lead-
ing eigenvector detection based on ϕ(s1), ϕ(s2), ..., ϕ(sM ),
ϕ(x1), ϕ(x2), ..., ϕ(xM ) is proposed for spectrum sensing
with the use of kernel function. ϕ is the mapping which maps
the original space data s and x to the feature space data ϕ(s)
and ϕ(x).

Assuming ϕ(s1), ϕ(s2), ..., ϕ(sM ) is zero mean, the sample
covariance matrix of the training set in the feature space is

Rϕ(s) =
1

M

M∑
i=1

ϕ(si)ϕ(si)
T . (7)

Similarly, the sample covariance matrix Rϕ(x) of
ϕ(x1), ϕ(x2), ..., ϕ(xM ) can also be obtained in which
ϕ(x1), ϕ(x2), ..., ϕ(xM ) are also assumed to have zero mean.
The leading eigenvectors of Rϕ(s) and Rϕ(x) have been
employed for detection.

A kernel function which just relies on the inner-product of
feature space data is defined as [11]

k(xi,xj) = 〈ϕ(xi), ϕ(xj)〉 (8)

to implicitly map the original space data x into a higher
dimensional feature space F . With the use of kernel function,
the mapping ϕ need not know explicitly.

The detection algorithm with leading eigenvectors of Rϕ(s)

and Rϕ(x) can be summarized as follows,
1) Provided a kernel function k. The kernel matrix Kij =

k(si, sj), i, j = 1, ...,M (Gram matrix) based on the
training samples is obtained. K is positive semi-definite.

2) Eigen-decomposing the kernel matrix K to get the
eigenvectors β1,β2, ...,βM corresponding to eigenval-
ues γ1 ≥ γ2 ≥ · · · ≥ γM ≥ 0.

3) Another kernel matrix K̃ij = k(xi,xj) can be derived
based on the received vectors x1,x2, ...,xM .

4) Likewise, the eigenvectors β̃1, β̃2, ..., β̃M correspond-
ing to eigenvalues γ̃1 ≥ γ̃2 ≥ · · · ≥ γ̃M ≥ 0 are
obtained by eigen-decomposing K̃.

5) Eigenvectors for Rϕ(s) and Rϕ(x) can be expressed as

(vf
1 , ...,v

f
M ) = (ϕ(s1), ϕ(s2), ..., ϕ(sM ))(β1, ...,βM ),

(9)
(ṽf

1 , ..., ṽ
f
M ) = (ϕ(x1), ϕ(x2), ..., ϕ(xM ))(β̃1, ..., β̃M ).

(10)
6) vf

i and ṽf
i , i = 1, 2, ...,M are normalized through βi =

βi/
√
γi and β̃i = β̃i/

√
γ̃i.

7) The primary signal is detected if the similarity between
vf
1 and ṽf

1 is larger than a pre-defined threshold〈
vf
1 , ṽ

f
1

〉
= βT

1 Ktβ̃1 > Tkpca, (11)

in which Tkpca is the derived threshold value and Kt
ij =

k(si,xj).

III. SPECTRUM SENSING WITH SUBSPACE MATCHING
UNDER THE FRAMEWORKS OF PCA AND KERNEL PCA

In the previous section, only the leading eigenvectors v1

and ṽ1, vf
1 and ṽf

1 of the sample covariance matrix are used
for spectrum sensing in the original and feature spaces. In
this section, spectrum sensing with leading eigenvector will
be generalized with the use of several dominant eigenvectors.

Under the framework of PCA, eigenvectors v1,v2, ...,vp

of the sample covariance matrix Rs and ṽ1, ṽ2, ..., ṽp of the
sample covariance matrix Rx are used. p is a parameter to be
determined.

The two linear subspaces which consist of vectors
v1,v2, ...,vp and ṽ1, ṽ2, ..., ṽp are represented by matrices
A and B for simplicity,

A = (v1,v2, ...,vp), (12)

B = (ṽ1, ṽ2, ..., ṽp). (13)

Similar with leading eigenvector detection, under hypothesis
H1, the subspace B should embody large similarity with
the subspace A learned from the training vectors of primary
signal. Therefore, under hypothesis H1, the distance between
subspaces A and B should be small.



The distance between two subspaces is measured by pro-
jection Frobenius norm [12] in this paper,

d(A,B) =
∥∥∥AAT −BBT

∥∥∥2
F

(14)

where ‖·‖F is the Frobenius norm of the matrix. In this
paper, only the case that A and B have equal dimension
p is considered. Under such condition, projection Frobenius
norm equals 2 ‖sinθ‖22, where θ is a p−dimensional vector
of principal angles between A and B and ‖·‖2 is l2 norm.

The primary signal is claimed to be detected by the sec-
ondary user if

d(A,B) =
∥∥∥AAT −BBT

∥∥∥2
F
< Tsub−pca, (15)

where Tsub−pca is the threshold value for subspace matching
under the framework of PCA.

Likewise, in the feature space, the eigenvectors
vf
1 ,v

f
2 , ...,v

f
pf

and ṽf
1 , ṽ

f
2 , ..., ṽ

f
pf

of Rϕ(s) and Rϕ(x)

are used.
The subspaces which consist of vf

1 ,v
f
2 , ...,v

f
pf

and
ṽf
1 , ṽ

f
2 , ..., ṽ

f
pf

are represented by matrices C and D respec-
tively. C and D are real matrices considered here.

The distance between C and D can be calculated as follows,

d(C,D) =
∥∥∥CCT −DDT

∥∥∥2
F

= trace

((
CCT −DDT

)T (
CCT −DDT

))
= trace

((
CCT −DDT

)(
CCT −DDT

))
= trace

(
CCTCCT + DDTDDT −CCTDDT −DDTCCT

)
= trace

(
CCT + DDT −CCTDDT −DDTCCT

)
= trace(CTC) + trace(DTD)− 2trace(DTCCTD)

= 2pf − 2trace
((

CTD
) (

CTD
)T)

(16)
where

CTD = (vf
1 ,v

f
2 , ...,v

f
pf
)T (ṽf

1 , ṽ
f
2 , ..., ṽ

f
pf
)

=
(
(ϕ(s1), ϕ(s2), ..., ϕ(sM ))(β1, ...,βpf

)
)T

×(ϕ(x1), ϕ(x2), ..., ϕ(xM ))(β̃1, ..., β̃pf
)

= (β1, ...,βpf
)TKt(β̃1, ..., β̃pf

).

(17)

The primary signal is detected if d(C,D) < Tsub−kpca. The
parameters p and pf are determined by

p∑
i=1

λi

d∑
i=1

λi

≥ 85%,

pf∑
i=1

γi

M∑
i=1

γi

≥ 85%. (18)

So far the mean vector of ϕ(si), i = 1, 2, · · ·M has been
assumed to be zero. In fact, the kernel matrix [13] based on
the zero-mean data

ϕ(si)−
1

M

M∑
i=1

ϕ(si). (19)

is
Kc = K− 1MK−K1M + 1MK1M (20)

in which (1M )ij := 1/M . The centering in feature space is
not done in this paper.

The kernel used in this paper is polynomial kernel

k(xi,xj) = (< xi, xj > +c)de, c ≥ 0, (21)

where de is the order of the polynomial.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

In this section, the training vectors are derived from discrete
samples s(n), s(n+ 1), ..., s(L+ n− 1) by

s1 = (s(n), s(n+ 1), ..., s(n+ d− 1)),
s2 = (s(n+ 1), s(n+ 2), ..., s(n+ d)),
......
sM = (s(L+ n− d), ..., s(L+ n− 1)),

(22)

where M = L − d + 1. Likewise, the received vectors
x1,x2, ...,xM are derived from discrete samples x(n), x(n+
1), ..., x(L + n − 1) in the same way. In the experiment, the
length with L = 500 is used.

A. Experiments on Simulated Signal

The primary signal is assumed to be the sum of three
sinusoidal functions with unit amplitude of each. Polynomial
kernel of order 2 with c = 0 is used. Based on 1000 Monte
Carlo simulations, the detection probability with dimensions
d = 32 and d = 128 are shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2,
respectively. In Fig. 2, the results are shown with both inner-
product and autocorrelation as the measure of similarity for
leading eigenvector detection under the framework of PCA .

From Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, it can be seen that the performance
of subspace matching under the framework of PCA is much
better than the corresponding leading eigenvector detection.
However, the performance of subspace matching under the
framework of kernel PCA is only comparable with the corre-
sponding leading eigenvector detection.
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Fig. 1. The detection probability with Pf = 10% for the simulated signal

The calculated threshold values with Pf = 10% are shown
in Fig. 3. The threshold values are normalized by dividing
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Fig. 2. The detection probability with Pf = 10% for the simulated signal
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Fig. 3. Normalized threshold values

their corresponding maximal values. All of these methods
have no noise uncertainty problem. The threshold values for
subspace methods are more robust than the corresponding
leading eigenvector detection.

B. Experiments on Captured DTV Signal

DTV signal [14] captured in Washington D.C. will be
employed to the experiment of spectrum sensing in this
section. Polynomial kernel of order 3 with c = 0 is used. Based
on 1000 Monte Carlo simulations, the detection probability
with d = 32 is shown in Fig. 4 with false alarm probability
10%. The normalized threshold values with Pf = 10% are
shown in Fig. 5.

From Fig. 4, it can be seen that the performance of subspace
matching under the framework of kernel PCA is better than
the corresponding leading eigenvector detection. However, the
performance of subspace matching under the framework of
PCA is worse the corresponding leading eigenvector detection.

V. CONCLUSION

Spectrum sensing with subspace matching is proposed under
the frameworks of PCA and kernel PCA. The experimental re-
sults are compared with the corresponding leading eigenvector
detection. From the simulation, it can be seen that subspace
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Fig. 4. The detection probability with Pf = 10% for DTV signal
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matching method proposed in this paper is applied to spectrum
sensing successfully. The performance of subspace matching
method under the framework of PCA is better than the
corresponding leading eigenvector detection for the simulated
signal. However, for the DTV signal, the performance of
subspace matching method under the framework of kernel
PCA is better than the corresponding leading eigenvector
detection.
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